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A brief overview is given here of some recent and preliminary studies on the potential of the
LHeC for probing exotic physics processes. The LHeC can extend the exploration reach of many
Beyond-Standard-Model theories expected to be explored at the LHC and can eventually provide
a better understanding of their parameters. In particular, prospects for discovery or exclusion
limits in the search for leptoquarks, heavy and excited fermions, contact interactions and diquarks
are discussed.
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1. Introduction

2. Leptoquarks
The remarkable relation between leptons and quarks in the Standard Model (SM), in their electromagnetic and weak interactions and their anomaly cancellations in the family structure, strongly
suggests a fundamental connection. It is not surprising, therefore, that many BSM theories predict
the existence of leptoquarks (LQ), particles that carry both lepton and baryon quantum numbers:
extended gauge groups such as E6 [2] where new fields can mediate interactions between leptons
and quarks; extended technicolor [3, 4], where LQ’s result from bound states of technifermions;
the Pati-Salam model [5], where the leptonic quantum number is a fourth color of the quarks;
lepton-quark compositeness models, or even supersymmetry, where LQ’s are just a representation
of squarks which decay via an R-parity violating interaction.
If they exist, leptoquarks will be abundantly produced at the LHC in pairs [6], via qq → LQ LQ
or gg → LQ LQ, or singly via gq → ` LQ. Single production is suppressed by the LQ − q − `
coupling λ` , but the discovery reach in the combined production mode [7] can reach the TeV scale
and the sensitivity to λe can be considerably improved over present limits from LEP [8].
At the LHeC, not only can the mass reach be improved [9], but also many of the quantum
numbers and couplings can be measured. In particular, the LQ fermion number F can be obtained [10, 11] from the asymmetry parameter A = (σe− − σe+ )/(σe− + σe+ ), where σe± is the
cross section in e± + p production channel. This asymmetry, which is due to the fact that valence
quarks in the proton have a higher x than sea antiquarks, is independent of the coupling λe since
this term cancels out in the ratio. It must be noted that, although a similar asymmetry can also
be measured at the LHC, the sensitivity is lower there because of the lower cross section for single production. This asymmetry term is also sensitive to the charge of the LQ, as can be seen in
Fig. 1(left). Information on other quantum numbers can also be obtained at the LHeC: the scalar or
vector nature can be determined from the angular distribution of the electron from LQ decay with
respect to the initial beam direction, in the rest frame of the LQ, as is illustrated convincingly in
(Fig. 1,right); their chirality (i.e. whether they couple to Left-handed, Right-handed quarks only,
or to both types) can eventually be probed by measuring the sensitivity of the cross section to the
polarization of the electron beam; the possibility of generation mixing could be investigated by
searching for µ or τ in the final state; the branching ratio to neutrino can be determined by searching for the appropriate decay channel, e.g. e−
L uL → S3 → νe dL , where S3 is a scalar isodoublet LQ
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In a few years, the LHC will hopefully have provided us with a good perspective of the physics
that lies at the TeV scale. Although the proton collider’s discovery reach for new physics beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) is high, it will not always allow a precise measurement of the parameters
of the new theories. The LHeC [1], as a possible successor to the LHC, has not only a rich physics
programme in QCD and proton structure functions, but it will also allow to probe in more detail
many BSM theories, thanks to a cleaner running environment, but also thanks to the possibility of
measuring new observables, not available at the LHC. Here, we review briefly some recent studies
on the LHeC potential for some BSM physics processes.
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of charge 1/3, following Buchmüller’s classification [12]. Both Figs 1 were obtained with a LQ
model [13] in CalcHep [14].

3. Contact Interactions
√
If new physics occurs at a scale Λ  s, then it will appear as an effective contact interaction
( f =e,q)
with coupling of order 1/Λ2 between fermion currents jµ
= ηL f¯L γµ fL + ηR f¯R γµ fR + h.c. and
(e)

(q)

limits could be obtained on the different coupling combinations ηi j = ηi η j . For example, at
√
s = 140 GeV, with 20 fb−1 , sensitivity to scales ∼ 30 − 40 TeV can be obtained [9] for parity
conserving or parity violating combinations of couplings, which is an improvement by about a
factor 5 over HERA results. If interpreted in terms of models of large extra dimensions, effective
Plank mass scales up to about 5.4 TeV can be probed.

4. Heavy and Excited Leptons
In composite models, fermions can be made up of more fundamental constituents. Excited
fermions could then be produced at energies close to or above the compositeness scale via contact
or gauge interactions. Since the contact interaction cross section varies as 1/Λ4 whereas gauge
interaction cross section varies as 1/Λ2 , the former mode is less significant at high mass. In ref [15],
it is shown that the LHeC could extend the reach for excited electrons, in the e∗ → eγ decay
√
mode. For example, at s = 1.9 TeV, with 1 fb−1 , a mass of up to 1.4 TeV can be discovered,
assuming f /Λ = f 0 /Λ = 1/me∗ , where f , f 0 are factors multiplying the SM SU(2)L and U(1)
gauge couplings.
Heavy fermions can also exist as a fourth SM family, or in extended gauge theories such as
E6 [2], or just as vector-like fermions. Although they would be copiously produced at the LHC,
3
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Figure 1: left: Charge asymmetry vs LQ mass for different types of scalar LQ’s. right: angular distribution
of the LQ decay in its rest frame, with respect to the direction of the electron beam, for a scalar and a vector
LQ.
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the measurement of anomalous coupling to SM fermions would be difficult. At the LHeC, with
√
s = 1.4 TeV and 1 fb−1 , 5σ discovery of heavy charged leptons [16] can be achieved up to a
mass of 800 GeV, assuming κγe /Λ = κZe /Λ = 1 TeV−1 . Similar results can be obtained for charged
current production of fourth family neutrinos [17].

5. Heavy and Excited Quarks

6. Conclusion
The remarkable symmetries observed between the lepton and quark sectors cannot be a coincidence and must surely derive from a fundamental relation between them. This relation can
take many different forms such as the presence of leptoquarks or lepton-quark compositeness. The
examples given above of physics beyond the Standard model demonstrate clearly that the LHeC
is perfectly suited to probe this relation at the TeV scale. Results will complement the LHC in
understanding the new phenomena and a more complete interpretation of the LHC discoveries will
be possible.
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